Pakistan: The Next Great Infrastructure Connector

Introduction

Pakistan’s geostrategic location and the advancements it has made in its domestic infrastructure can serve as building blocks for the development of the country into a regional transit hub for energy, trade, and digital communications. There are two main development pathways ahead for Pakistan. In the first, Pakistan continues down the path it has followed for much of the last decade and rapidly develops its domestic infrastructure. In the second, perhaps more challenging but offering greater opportunity, Pakistan transforms its domestic infrastructure and connects it to landlocked Central Asia, the natural resources of the Middle East, and markets in China and India.

Many countries have capitalized on their geostrategic location. Turkey, for example, has built a network of externally connected infrastructure, including rail, roads, and pipelines, to benefit from its position straddling the resources of Central Asia and the deep markets of Europe. As a result, abundant energy resources and industrial raw materials now transit through its borders. This has powered domestic economic growth and revenue for the Turkish government and has made Turkey an essential partner for regional economic security. Those who have invested in Turkish regional integration have been generously rewarded.

Pakistan is positioned to play a similar role in its region. The country lies at the intersection of the rich natural resources of Central Asia and the Middle East, and the markets of China and India. Over the last decade, Pakistan has also made significant investments in modern infrastructure. Capitalizing on these strengths as a regional connector, Pakistan

could accelerate economic growth across the region.\(^2\) In this case, South Asia and Central Asia would transform from one of the least connected regions in the world to one that connects regional economies through increased trade in goods, greater flow of petroleum and electricity, and improved digital connectivity. Strengthening regional economic linkages in this manner will bolster interdependence, fostering improved long-term relations between countries in the region.

Starting in 2013, rapid investment through the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), the Pakistan component of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), has upgraded and expanded domestic infrastructure. Further investments are being made through the Asian Development Bank’s (ADB’s) Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) Program. Additionally, Pakistan is completing significant domestic investment in electric power production, massively increasing the capacity of its electric transmission grid, and building new petroleum transportation projects.\(^3\)

As more of these projects are completed, Pakistan will be well placed to integrate with and connect to Central Asia and China. It will have the capacity to:

- Transport energy resources from Central Asia and the Middle East to the electricity-deficient markets of Afghanistan and China, and perhaps in the future to India
- Provide direct road and rail access to Pakistan’s ports for the export of commodities from Central Asian countries some of which are double landlocked
- Digitally connect underserved populations of Central Asian countries by providing an efficient and effective southern access pathway for Internet communication.

This brief provides an overview of the infrastructure development and expansion projects in Pakistan and explores the country’s potential to serve as the next great connector in the region.

### Gas Pipelines

Pakistan’s energy policy over the last two decades has led to exponential growth in the demand for natural gas, turning the country into the world’s eleventh-largest importer of liquefied natural gas (LNG) by 2020.\(^4\) To meet increasing demand, Pakistan permitted the buildout of LNG import terminals starting in 2011 with the first terminal coming online four years later.\(^5\) Currently, two LNG import terminals are operational while two more are at advanced stages of development.\(^6\) An extensive gas pipeline system of more than 100,000 km, used to transmit domestic natural gas,\(^7\) has been augmented by new pipelines for imported LNG. In addition, a number of regional gas connectivity projects are in various stages of planning and development (see Table 1).

For Pakistan, natural gas imports by pipeline would significantly lower the cost of importing energy compared to LNG or other petroleum products. It would also benefit the country by diversifying pricing benchmarks for energy imports which currently are heavily skewed toward LNG and crude-oil-based pricing benchmarks.

At the regional level, there is the potential to cement deeper political relationships between supply and transit countries. For example, by purchasing gas from Turkmenistan and providing transit revenue to Afghanistan, Pakistan would enhance political affinity with both countries. Inexpensive gas could even serve as a basis for further cooperation between Pakistan and India as they would be working together to lower procurement costs for India while providing transit revenue to Pakistan.

### Electricity Distribution

With the rapid development of power generation projects under CPEC since 2015, new transmission lines have been built and a supportive policy framework is in place to permit third-party access and wheeling. Two new high-voltage transmission lines are being constructed for domestic distribution needs, while a number of regional
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transmission projects are also under development (see Table 2).

Pakistan’s planned electricity transmission projects have the potential to transport electric power across the region. Regional electricity interconnection through the Central Asia-South Asia 1000 (CASA-1000) project and the planned Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-500 (TAP-500) project will not only allow electricity to be traded but will also provide stability to otherwise isolated grids within countries. Providing stable transmission of electricity to neighboring countries and the region will create mutually beneficial gains, mitigating the negative impact of seasonal or unanticipated electricity shortages.

Road Networks

Home to a centuries-old trade route, Pakistan provides a key transport corridor to both China and Central Asia. Pakistan’s new and upgraded motorway network offers a relatively low-cost means of transport for trade connecting the Arabian Gulf, Central Asia, and China. Construction and expansion of the road network has spurred domestic economic growth. Continued development of this network into Central Asia promises to bring further economic gains to Pakistan as well as the region.

Pakistan embarked on an ambitious road network expansion beginning with the commissioning of the M-2
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Motorway in 1997 to provide a new high-speed route between Lahore and Islamabad. More recently, a significant part of CPEC investment was in the development of roads across two highway corridors. In addition to CPEC, significant expansion of toll roads has been undertaken by private sector firms and the Frontier Works Organization, a construction entity affiliated with the Pakistan Army.8

CPEC Road System: There has been significant development of Pakistan’s road network under CPEC. Flagship road projects under CPEC include the 1,100 km Peshawar-Karachi Motorway, which connects Pakistan from north to south. The project involves upgrades and modernization of existing motorway sections, as well as the construction of new connecting sections. All road upgrades in the provinces of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and Punjab
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Another 1,153 km parallel route, known as the Western Corridor, involves upgrading various routes along Pakistan’s National Highway connecting the province of Balochistan to the country’s Northern Areas. This route has the potential to connect further to China. Construction of the southern half of this corridor is complete. A possible extension of this route to Gilgit is also envisioned but not yet formalized. (For details, see Table 3.)

**CAREC Road System:** Since joining CAREC in 2010, Pakistan has been actively pursuing opportunities to grow trade with Central Asia and to provide Central Asian countries with access to global markets. Improving Pakistan’s internal transport corridors will allow countries linked via CAREC Corridor 5, which is currently under development, to access Pakistani markets and the ports of Karachi and Gwadar. CAREC Corridor 5, which passes through China, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, will open up access to Afghanistan and its neighbors via other CAREC corridors.

Key CAREC projects relevant for Pakistan include the Kabul-Karachi economic corridor and the Peshawar-Torkham Expressway. Other CAREC routes that will ultimately connect to Pakistan are either at the financing or construction stages. (For details, see Table 4.)

**Rail Links**

An upgrade of Main Line-1 (ML-1), Pakistan’s main rail network that runs through the provinces of Sindh and Punjab, is one of CPEC’s largest projects. The project was approved for implementation in August 2020 by the Executive Committee of the National Economic Council (ECNEC) of the government of Pakistan. Upgrade work is
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Pakistan and Uzbekistan are discussing a rail link via Afghanistan at a cost of $5 billion. The project is at an early stage with a memorandum of understanding signed by the two countries in February 2021. This connection is of critical importance to Uzbekistan. An early economic study concluded that the cost of transporting a container of cargo from Tashkent in Uzbekistan to Karachi in Pakistan would be half as much by rail than by road from Tashkent to Bandar Abbas in Iran. (See Table 5 for details.)

Much of Pakistan’s potential to serve cross-border railway traffic lies in the fact that it possesses deepwater ports on the Arabian Sea. With annual port cargo throughput of approximately 100 million tons, transport of goods to and from the ports is one of Pakistan Railways’ (PR) main sources of freight traffic. Due to capacity bottlenecks and limitations, PR currently only serves a fraction of this traffic. However, PR’s capacity is expected to increase significantly once the proposed CPEC upgrade and extension of ML-1 is completed. PR can also attract various categories of cross-border freight that currently use road transport. These categories would include petroleum products, fertilizer, machinery, and manufactured goods.

### Table 3: CPEC Road Infrastructure*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peshawar-Karachi Motorway</td>
<td>Construction/development of 1,000 km 6-lane access-controlled motorway</td>
<td>$2.9 billion (Multan-Sukkur)</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karakoram Highway Phase II (Thakot-Havelian)</td>
<td>120 km total (40 km 4-lane motorway, 80 km class-II highway)</td>
<td>$1.3 billion</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Corridor</strong></td>
<td>210 km, on existing alignment (section of N-50) with geometric improvements</td>
<td>Rs. 76,486 million</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.I. Khan (Yarik)-Zhob (N-50)</td>
<td>Improvement/upgradation of 2-lane existing road to 4 lanes. 100 m right-of-way (ROW) will be acquired to upgrade it to 6 lanes in the future.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Corridor</strong></td>
<td>431 km upgradation of existing 2 lanes to 4 lanes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khuzdar-Quetta-Chaman (N-25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Corridor</strong></td>
<td>449 km</td>
<td>Rs. 17.97 billion</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surab-Hoshab (N-85)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Corridor</strong></td>
<td>193 km</td>
<td>Rs. 13 billion</td>
<td>CPEC</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwadar-Turbat-Hoshab (M-8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and exports of cotton, textiles, garments, grains, and bulk minerals.

Furthermore, if reliable land transport links through Afghanistan can be provided, PR could also attract transit traffic from landlocked Central Asian countries. Without access to deepwater ports, landlocked Central Asian countries (Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan) incur very high transport and logistic costs that raise the cost of imports and reduce the competitiveness of exports. These countries could benefit significantly if a reliable regional railway route is established via Afghanistan to Pakistan's ports.

**Digital Connectivity**

Digital connectivity is essential for both economic growth and international competitiveness. The development of efficient and inexpensive digital routes, much like trade routes, fosters economic activity and regional connectivity.

Approximately half of the population in Pakistan has access to the Internet, with about 48 percent penetration for 3G/4G and 50 percent for broadband as of December 2021.\(^{15}\) The country is fast adapting to accommodate its growing domestic digital connectivity requirements.\(^{16}\)

It currently hosts two submarine landing stations with six international submarine cable systems that connect Pakistan to Asia and Africa.\(^{17}\) Connectivity will be further increased when the Orient Express and PEACE submarine fiber-optic cables are completed.

Pakistan boasts a domestic optical fiber network of over 130,000 km with a deep fiberization plan underway to add another 45,000 km in the next seven years. With two existing Internet exchange points and a third under development, Pakistan will also be well placed to offer high-speed connectivity and associated services such as data colocation centers to the less-connected Central Asian region. (For details of projects underway, see Table 6.)

Under CPEC, an optical fiber connection between Pakistan and China has been completed and development is underway for digital connectivity, including optical fiber networks, to run alongside the TAP pipeline (Digital TAP) and CASA electricity transmission network (Digital CASA). Once completed, these projects can provide Central Asian countries access to affordable digital connectivity.\(^{18}\)

This is a particularly important opportunity given the potential size of the Central Asian market. Nearly half the population of Central Asia lacks digital connectivity, with three out
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of the five countries in the region falling below the global average for Internet access. Terrestrial fiber networks in landlocked Central Asia currently access submarine fiber-optic cables via China, Iran, and Russia. Pakistan can provide a fourth route for connectivity, enhancing digital access and making the market more competitive.

### Risks and Mitigating Factors

As with all infrastructure projects, there are several risk factors to consider. Cross-border infrastructure projects are often exposed to an even greater degree of risk, and their success is dependent on continued strong relationships between the participant countries.

**Geopolitical risk:** Russia’s invasion of Ukraine poses a direct risk to the Pakistan Stream Gas Pipeline (PSGP) and to the Russian state-owned energy company Gazprom’s pipeline project in offshore Pakistani waters. While there is a possibility of replacing the minority Russian share in the PSGP pipeline with another investor in case Western sanctions on Russian individuals and entities continue for some time, work on the Gazprom project is likely to be suspended for as long as these sanctions are in place.

**Second-order risks due to increased European independence from Russian gas supplies:** Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is also likely to create second-order disruptions in the natural gas market in terms of price and availability. As the European Union (EU) has announced its intention to become energy independent of Russia, it follows that the EU will replace some Russian gas with LNG from the United States, the Middle East, and Africa. This is likely to cause a structural shortage of gas supply in Asia as
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new LNG development projects are unlikely to keep up with demand. In turn, this would cause LNG and new contracts for pipeline natural gas to be more expensive over the next decade or so. If natural gas becomes more expensive than other fuels, infrastructure projects that carry gas across borders would become less attractive.

Ultimately, markets would respond and there would be significant further investments in liquefaction capacity by gas producers in the Middle East, as well as newer producers that could provide gas to Europe. The acceleration of existing exploratory and liquefaction projects may be expected to counterbalance the European demand, but there would be a disruptive period of perhaps a decade that may delay some gas pipeline projects.

**Transit security through Afghanistan:** All cross-border infrastructure projects—whether gas, electricity, road, rail, or fiber-optic communications—are subject to risks related to the security situation in Afghanistan. While apparently stable at the time of writing, the Afghan government must continue to maintain stability and satisfy developers concerned about the long-term security of regional infrastructure that passes through Afghanistan.

**Project financing:** Infrastructure projects such as pipelines and railways are large, expensive projects with many general risks related to their financing. Current increases in inflation will likely result in higher interest rates on debt for project financing and increased rates of return for equity investors. In turn, this would make projects more expensive to build and operate. All else being equal, it will be harder to finance large infrastructure projects in the future. Some financing is available from countries like Turkmenistan that would benefit from regional integration and make significant returns from selling gas through the TAPI pipeline. Other sources of financing are multilateral financial institutions—whose mandate is to provide financing to complex development projects—and export credit agencies. But there are still likely to be financing gaps that need to be filled. As a more general point, the financing of these complex cross-border projects will require a significant amount of technical and financial expertise that requires capacity building within the relevant governments involved.

**External relations:** Successful completion of many of the cross-border projects depends on Pakistan’s diplomatic relations with the relevant countries. In many cases, such as the Uzbekistan-Pakistan Railway, the benefits of the project are a driving force for implementation, even leading to a recent visit to Pakistan by Uzbek President Shavkat Mirziyoyev.21

**Conclusion**

Despite the obvious benefits, efforts to strengthen connectivity between Central Asia and South Asia have been slow. However, upgrades to Pakistan’s energy, transport, and digital systems over the last decade have boosted domestic and international investment in infrastructure projects. By further prioritizing regional connectivity, Pakistan would quickly actualize its role as the next great connector.
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Pakistan not only offers connectivity to Central Asia and China but is itself an important market. It is a significant consumer of energy and industrial raw materials for its manufacturing sector. It offers access to hard infrastructure, such as the Karachi, Gwadar, and Port Qasim seaports, along with soft infrastructure, for example, an extensive free trade agreement with China. Over the next ten years, this free trade agreement will provide for very low to zero tariffs for nearly all goods manufactured in Pakistan. For countries looking to access the Chinese market, investment in Pakistan is an attractive opportunity.

The last ten years have already seen more than $25 billion worth of CPEC-related infrastructure investment in Pakistan. In addition to billions of dollars spent by the Pakistani government, there is also money from the private sector and multilateral lenders. Further investment in regional connectivity infrastructure will allow Pakistan to serve as a hub from which Central Asian products can reach regional and global markets. Realizing this potential within the next decade is entirely possible. As Pakistan develops as the next great connector, it not only provides opportunities for regional governments and the private sector to participate in this growth, it also binds its own destiny with Central Asia for a shared future.
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